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1 Claim. (Cl. 204-297) 

This invention relates to improvements in ?xtures for 
holding workpieces during electroplating thereof. 

It is among the objects of the present invention to pro 
vide a ?xture in which arcuate workpieces, such as semi 
circular bearings, are held side by side in contiguous align 
ment while immersed in a plating bath adjacent the anode 
therein, said ?xture having means for controlling the 
electroplating forces so that the concaved surfaces of said 
bearings receive a layer of metal or metallic alloy of 
uniform distribution and thickness, thereby eliminating 
the necessity of machining the bearings after the plating 
operation. 
When semicircular bearings are placed in a ?xture and 

then immersed in a plating bath adjacent the anode 
therein, said anode is not equidistant from‘ all points on 
the concaved surface of the bearing to be plated but on 
the contrary is closer to certain portions of the surfaces 
to be plated than to others. This variation in distances 
causes a variation in the distribution of electroplating 
forces over the arcuate surfaces of the hearings to be 
plated and consequently a variable electroplate. The 
electroplate on the surfaces nearest the anode will be 
thicker than the plate deposited upon more remote sur 
faces and therefore a uniform plate on a bearing will not 
be obtained by the use of an ordinary workholder. 

In order to deposit a metal plate of uniform thickness 
over the entire concaved surfaces of a semicircular bear 
ing, applicant provides a ?xture in which a plurality of 
bearings are held in end to end engagement upon the base 
of the ?xture, being clamped upon said base by resilient 
contact ?ngers secured within a cover attached to the 
base in any suitable manner. Thus the end edges of ad 
jacent bearings in the ?xture engage While the lateral 
edges rest upon the base thereby forming a semicylindri 
cal chamber between said base and the concaved surfaces 
of the bearings. The base has a plurality of apertures 
so spaced that the base is perforated at areas midway 
between the end edges of each bearing in the ?xture. 
These- apertures are of such conformation that they 
diminish in size as they approach the opposite lateral edges 
of each respective bearing, thereby choking the electro 
depositing forces as they pass through the apertures and 
fan outwardly toward all regions of the concaved sur 
faces of the bearings facing said apertures. The anode 
from which said forces emanate is closer to the lateral 
edges of the bearings than to the central concaved areas 
thereof and thus the depositing forces, if not controlled 
by the diminishing apertures, would deposit a heavier 
plate along said lateral edge areas than in the central 
area. 

Further objects and advantages of the present invention 
will be apparent from the following description, reference 
being had to the accompanying drawings wherein a pre 
ferredv embodiment of the present invention is clearly 
shown. 

In ‘the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a front elevation of the plating ?xture. 
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Fig. 2 is a transverse sectional view taken along the 

line and in the direction of the arrows 2—2 in Fig. 1. 
Figs. 3, 4 and 5 are fragmentary views each illustrating 

a di?erent form of aperture in the base of the ?xture 
and capable of providing the vdesired plating result. 

Referring to the drawings, the general construction 
of the ?xture consists of a rectangularly shaped base 20 
having a central, longitudinal depressed area forming two 
substantially parallel and spaced shoulders 21 and 22 
engageable by the lateral edges of bearings 23 when said 
bearings are placed upon the base as shown in Fig. 2. 
The one, longer side of the base has a ?at area upon 
which the one oppositely disposed, outwardly extending 
?ange 24 of the dome-shaped cover 25 seats. The oppo 
site ?ange 22.6 of the cover extends into the elongated 
niche formed by the bent over side 27 of the base.‘ A 
C-clamp 28 is placed over the cover ?ange 24 and its, 
engaged side or" the base tightly to hold the cover on 
the base. All surfaces of the base and cover are coated 
with a covering of any suitable insulating material 36, 
preferably elastic to assure sealing engagements of the 
cover and base. Any suitable conductor bar 30 is at‘ 
tached within the cover 25, this bar having a plurality 
of contact lingers 31 attached thereto, said ?ngers being 
resilient so that when a ?nger engages a bearing as shown 
in Fig. 2, it will press and hold the bearing upon the base 
29 with the concaved surface of the bearing facing the 
base. Extensions 32 on the base'provide locating stops 
engageable by the one end bearing placed on the base, 
whereby said bearings engaging each other end for end 
are properly located on the base and so held by the 
respective resilient ?ngers 31. Any suitable hook forma 
tion, not shown, provided on the'portion of conductor 
bar 3% extending outside the ?xture cover 25, may be 
placed on the electrically charged bar over the plating 
tank whereby the ?xture is suspended on the plating 

rice 

tank so that the ?xture and its contained bearings are 
immersed in the plating bath adjacent an anode in-said 
bath, said anode being alongside the vertically suspended 
base 29 of the immersed ?xture. - ' ' 

#In order to permit the electrodepositing forces iema-l 
nating from the anode to enter into the ?xture and be 
directed against the concaved surfaces of the bearings 
held in said ?xture, said surfaces being the ones to receive 
a uniform thickness plate, evenly distributed over the en 
tire inner concaved surface of each bearing, apertures 
35 are provided in the base through which said electro 
depositing forces are directed into the ?xture. For pur 
poses of this description an anode 40 is represented by 
dotted lines, indicating the aproximate position of the 
bearing carrying ?xture relatively to the anode in the plat 
ing bath. The electrodepositing forces emanate from 
the anode and enter the ?xture through the apertures 35 
and continue to fan out in all directions toward the ex 
posed concaved surfaces of the bearings. It will be seen 
that the greatest distance to be traversed by the electro 
depositing force is along a path passing from the anode, 
through the vertical center of the apertures 35 to a 
center line on the bearing surfaces substantially mid 
way between the lateral edges of the bearings. The term 
“lateral edges” as used herein denotes the contiguous 
edges of two semicircular'bearings when placed about 
a shaft journaled between said bearing portions. Mov 
ing from said center line in either direction toward 
said lateral edges of a bearing the distance of the con 
caved surface of the hearing from the anode 40 pro 
gressively decreases and thus if no controlling resistance 
between the anode and said aproaching surface is pro 
vided said bearing surfaces will receive an electroplate 
gradually increasing in thickness toward said lateral edges. 
The present invention provides predeterminately sized 

and shaped apertures in the base 20 which provide the 
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necessary resistance ‘or choking of the electro-depositing ‘ 

‘from ‘the anode _through said "apertures to 
ward the concaved surface got the bearing to be plated. 
Infig. 1 the base is. provided with a number of identical 
apertures‘ 35 ,equa‘l'to the number of bearings supported 
within ‘the ?xture. [.Here, six ‘bearings, findicatediby .the 
dotted ‘lines, are clamped within ‘the ?xture. ‘Six aper 
tures ‘35 areprovided ‘in the ‘base'20, each aperture being 
diamond "shaped with "its longer ‘center dimension sub 
stanfially, parallel to and ‘midway ‘between, the two end 
edges of the respective ‘hearing, 'The- shorter center di 
mension of the diamond-shaped aperture 35, is substan 
tially parallel to and midway of the two lateral edges of ‘ 
the respective ‘hearing’; ‘Thegobtuse angled, central por 
tionlof .the apertures, ‘being in the longest distance path 
of travel ,of :the .electro-rdepositing forces, otters the least 
resistance ‘to said force. As‘the oppositely disposed, acute 
angled .ends of the apertures are approached, \ a gradually 
increasing resistance .to the lelectrov-depositing forces in 
both .directions toward .the lateral edges of the bearings 
is provided, thuslcompensatingfor the closer proximity 
of the arcuate surface adjacent said .lateral edgeslof the 
anodezandlthereby controlling the deposit of the elec-v 
‘troplate .so.that the ,entire .concaved surface of each hear 
ing receives a substantially .evenrplate of uniform thick 
ness, 7 V v I ’ 

Figs. 3., _4:and 5 illustratelmodi?ed forms of apertures 
in the base ,20 ofthe ?xture. ,Instead of the diamond 
shaped aperture .35, apluralit-y of apertures are provided, 
arranged .in a row :substantially .midway between the two ; 
end edgesrof each bearing "23 and parallel thereto, the cen 
‘ter aperture 135 being ‘the largest while ‘the apertures 

- on :each side of this :center one :areprogmssivelysmaller 
intdiameter. Theselaperturesvgive the same results as the 
diamondsshaped aperture 35 inasmuch .as‘they gradually 

V restrictorjmpede the electrodepositing forces as they are 
directed toward vthe lateral side‘ edges of’ the concaved 
surfaces of ztherespective bearings. ' 

:Fig. 4 .shows the ‘?xture provided with a'row .of .circu‘ 
lar openings ‘136,:thesizeof said openings :being predeter 
mined so‘that a substantially uniform andaeven electro 
plateis applied .to-each bearing. 7 - , I 

From the aforegoing description it ‘will be seen that 
therpresent invention :provides a ‘bearing zcarrying ?xture 
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which, when immersed in a plating bath, controls‘the 
elem-depositing ‘forces ‘in ‘such a matter ‘that ‘all ‘portions 
of the concaved surfaces‘of the semicylindrical bearing - 
therein receive an evenly distributed plate of uniform 
thickness even though portions of the said concaved sur 
face are in closer proximity to the anode in‘the plating ' 
bath than other portionstofithedaearingsurfaces exposed 
to the electrodepositing ‘forces emanating iromsaid anode. , 
While the embodiment of the present invention as here-n 

intdisclosednconstitutesia preferred .torm,:it;is tobeun 
detained that :.otlr1er:;£orrnsarni;ght" beadopted'. ' - ' 

What is claimed is as follows: An electroplating apparatus for nniformlyplating the 
concave surfaces of semicylindrical workpieces, an elec 
troplating ?xture comprising :an elongated base having 
two substantially parallelvedges, one of said two'edges _ 
extending upwardly and inwardly to provide an elongated _ 
niche between said one of said edgesand said base, said 
base including a central longitudinal‘ depressed area'form-, 
ing two spaced shoulders substantially parallelto said‘ _ 
edges of saidibase, extensions on sa‘id‘base providing work 
piece stops adjacent ‘a common end of each of said 7 
shoulders, said ‘base ‘further ‘having a plurality of longi 
tudinally spaced diamond shaped ‘apertures insaid dc? 
pressed areahthe shorter-‘center dimension of saidf'aper 
tu'resibeing substantially _.parallel to and midway between 
said shoulders, 11 dome-shaped covertfor said base in- 1 
cluding apair'lof oppositely disposed-outwardly extending ' ' 
?anges, one of said ?anges extending 'into said elongated H 
niche, .means clamping .the other oftsaid .?anges against ' 
the gother=of .said edges of said basefelectrical insulating; 7 
material coatingsaid ‘base and said cover, and a'conducg 
tive lbar ‘attached’ within said cover .and having a plurality , 
of .resilient ?ngers ‘thereon to clamp the ‘workpieces to be 
plated between said shoulders and said cover with the; 
concavesurfaces of .said vworkpieces facing said apertures _ 
insaid'base, _ n t I , 
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